






Ergo Wheeler

This wheeler has been 
ergonomically designed to
improve Carrier and basket 
handling.  The user tilts the
wheeler on to its back casters
allowing the load to be easily
pushed around a bakery or 
into a truck.  The weight of 
the stack is on the casters,
not the user, reducing worker 
injuries and physical strain.

Route Wheeler

We also offer the classic two-
wheel hand truck.  Its compact
size makes it most efficient for 
your drivers, as it is easily
stored in the back of a truck or 
any other small space.  This
wheeler is available with
optional protective wear strips
for those who need to slide
loads down the back of a truck,
and comes with 8” pneumatic
wheels.

Warehouse Wheeler

Designed specifically for
warehouse use, this wheeler is
used similarly to the way a
Route Wheeler is used.  The
user must support the weight of 
the load while moving, but the 
taller height and angled handle
both lend themselves better to 
taller, heavier stacks.

Single and Double Dollies

We offer dollies made to fit the 
Carrier or basket size you
choose.  They can be produced 
to hold one stack or two of
product.  Dollies are great for 
transporting or make 
replenishing your stock quick
and easy in a retail setting.  Or, 
speak to a sales representative
to learn the advantages of
putting your whole operation on 
dollies!

Gravity Feed Display

A perfect complement to the 
Carrier.  As a loaf of bread is 
pulled out, the next one will
slide forward keeping your 
displays looking full longer.
The angle provides an 
appealing display, and to 
restock you need only to pull
out the empty Carrier and 
slide in a new one.  Comes
with wheels and folds up for 
easy moving and storage.

Folding Wire Display

This compact unit is perfect 
for your daily specials and
point-of-purchase displays.
Only 24” wide, this stand
takes up very little room but
can turn that empty space by 
your cash register into a profit
center.  The Folding Wire
Display comes with two sign
holders, and folds up for 
storage.
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Wheelers, Dollies and Displays



Basket Specifications

model
#

outside dimensions inside dimensions
L W H L W H

GP 210 26" 21 3/4" 3 1/4" 24 7/8" 20 3/4" 2 1/2"
GP 211 26" 21 3/4" 3 1/2" 24 7/8" 20 3/4" 2 3/4"
GP 212 26" 21 3/4" 4 3/4" 24 7/8" 20 3/4" 3 7/8"
GP 213 26" 21 3/4" 6" 24 7/8" 20 3/4" 5 1/4"

” 2GP 223 26 5/8” 22 ¼” 6 5 5/8” 21 ¼” 5 1/4”
2GP 222 26 5/8” 22 ¼” 5” 5 5/8” 21 ¼” 4 1/5”

NOTE: Approximate dimensions.  See www.drader.com for
metric measurements

Why are bakeries choosing the Drader Carrier
over baskets?

Save space
3 to 1 stacking ratio, the best in the industry

Save time
Fewer stacks means fewer trips

Save labour 
Less handling of product in distribution

Increase sales
Increased product per carrier

Better retailing 
Easy self service in retail applications

Easier to handle 
Carriers are less bulky and easier to lift and stack

Drader Basket Features and Benefits 

Durable, high density polyethylene

Compatible with other baskets on the market 

Cross nest capability

Comfort grip handles

Many colours available

Available with regular, or low merchandiser side

The Drader Carrier = incredible cost savings!

Not only will the Carrier optimize your warehouse space and reduce the amount 
of time and movement required by your staff, but also greatly reduce your 
distribution costs. 

PB1000  57 carriers x 4 stacks = 228
Basket  37 baskets x 3 stack + 23 on side = 134 (almost half!)

Can you imagine the difference between Carriers and baskets when you 
multiply this amount by the amount of rows in a trailer?  Or the amount of
trucks or trailers you use in a year?  HUGE cost-savings potential.

Added Bonus: Increased backhaul!  If you ship out a truck of Carriers full of 
bread, when you bring them back empty they only take 1/3 of the space they 
did when full.  This means you do not need so many trucks retrieving your 
trays, and you have room to bring back other materials in the same trip.

GP 211 26" 21 3/4" 3 1/2" 24 7/8" 20 3/4" 2 3/4"

20 3/424 7/8"6"21 3/4"26"GP 213 " 5 1/4"

5 1/4”21 ¼”25 5/8””622 ¼”26 5/8”GP 223 

A comparison between the PB1000 Carrier, and a bread basket in one 
row of a standard 110” trailer filled to the roof:

Baskets Series






